Vertical integration
We’ve reduced the journey for our fresh
fruit, with transit direct from farm to
supermarket shelves.
This reduction helps us to ensure we continue to minimise the handling of the product
and maximise the quality.
Our recently installed GREEFA system, Binmatic and wet-line in South Africa, looks at the
internal quality of each fruit ensuring efficient processing and grading, therefore
minimising waste product. Similarly, our smart tech MARCO packing lines in India,
Greece and Chile also reduce handling and create market leading efficiencies.
DIRECT FROM SOURCE

Our vision is to be the most
transparent company in fresh
produce

MINIMISES WASTE

OFFERS TRANSPARENCY

360 NATURAL CYCLES

We also continue to invest in technology to
support a completely transparent supply chain.
Our grower, customer and future consumer
portals enable our supply chain to be tracked,
by any stakeholder at any time.
To reconnect natural cycles, fruit that doesn’t
meet our quality specifications is used for
biomass and our orchard waste is mulched for
use on roots to enable further water retention
and nutrient support.

As global growers of great quality fresh fruit, it’s important for us to play our part in
educating those around us on the benefits of a Circular Economy.
We are growers that specialise in developing new varieties that deliver better taste with
a longer shelf life for consumers, pushing boundaries across the world to grow the very
best produce.
Every business decision we make is a step towards our overall goal of full transparency,
visibility of supply and continual culture of change.
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Intelligent systems
Across our global locations we are utilising intelligent systems and services to make the
most of digital and physical efficiencies.
Our ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) facility is wholly integrated and automated with
progression plans continually in play so that our farming is smart, traceable and transparent.
We use our intelligent systems to help us collect data both on farm and in the post-harvest
process, which determines astute agronomy decisions, fair returns and efficient business
practise.
Our UK based prepared facility employs automated data capture points to enable real time
and accurate stats to be fed through our ERP, from whole fruit delivery right through to
convenience market purchase points.

WHOLLY INTEGRATED ERP

AUTOMATED DATA CAPTURE

DATA LED DECISIONS
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Biomass energy
The 25-30 tonnes of prepared fruit waste produced each
week at our UK site is used to generate bioenergy.
Fruit that doesn’t pass our strict quality tests, alongside
the rind, skins, stems and tops are collected by local
farmers to be converted via biomass digesters, producing
power for around 2,000 local homes.
Within the anaerobic digester, bacteria breaks down the
fruit in the absence of oxygen and naturally produces 10,500
kilowatts of energy each day, with 8,000kw exported locally.
Anaerobic digestion is a fantastic alternative to landfill as for every tonne of food waste
recycled by the process, it prevents between 0.5 and 1.0 tonne of CO2 entering the
atmosphere.

ELECTRICITY

HEAT

BIOMETHANE

FUEL

BIOGAS

ANAEROBIC DIGESTER

DIGESTATE

FERTILISER
SOIL AMENDMENTS
LIVESTOCK BEDDING

2530 TONNES OF WASTE
EACH WEEK

CONVERTED TO ENERGY
FOR 2,000 HOMES
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GAS GRID

ANAEROBIC DIGESTER HEAT USED TO KILN DRY LOGS

10,500 KILOWATTS OF ENERGY EACH DAY
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Solar energy
Roof top solar panels on our Limpopo packhouse power our control room using nothing
but the South African sunshine.
The adoption of the solar energy generators means the control room is completely selfsufficient, no longer relying solely on traditional power supplies.
With our ten lane GREEFA SMARTSort nestled inside the vast facility, the panels ensure
our market leading line can continue its 50 tonne per hour pack out rates using solar
energy.

The solar panel cells are made from layers of semi-conducting
materials that absorb photons from the Sun, producing an
electric current via a phenomenon known as the
photovoltaic effect.
The future proofing cells don’t require direct
sunlight to work, and still generate on
cloudier days.
However, the stronger the sunshine,
the more electricity generated, which
is perfect for our sun-drenched
location in Maswiri, Limpopo, South
Africa.
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Virgin plastic reduction
We are pleased to announce that we have joined forces with packaging supplier Sharpak
Aylesham and the Prevented Ocean Plastic™ (POP) initiative to introduce a preventative
and fully recyclable solution for our prepared fruit punnets.
The initiative helps tens of thousands of people around the world by implementing formal
recycling infrastructures into coastal communities, creating employment opportunities and
preventing plastic from entering the ocean, which would otherwise be degraded by the salt
water and sunlight rendering it unusable for recycling in food packaging.
For products yet to enter into our POP punnet line, we ensure they are packed at source in
recyclable packing solutions.
The cardboard packaging from our UK suppliers is also FSC approved which means they
are prepared with materials from ‘well-managed forests and/or recycled sources.’

INDEPENDENTLY CERTIFIED AND FULLY
TRACEABLE SUPPLYCHAIN FROM
‘SHORETOSTORE’ VIA OCEANCYCLE

TENS OF THOUSANDS OF TONNES OF WIDELY
RECYCLED MONO RPET YTD USED BY GROUP
GUILLIN

EQUIVALENT OF 830,000,000 BOTTLES
PREVENTED FROM ENTERING THE
ENVIRONMENT (2020)

415,000 DAYS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR BOTTLE
COLLECTORS (2020)
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Community investment
We take care to make responsible decisions throughout our supply chains,
helping to develop communities and educational programs to enhance the future
for the next generation of farmers.

the

NANCY TWEDDLE

fo un da tio n
We are proud to be the largest commercial partner of The Nancy Tweddle
Foundation; an independent International NGO which is Not for Profit with a
focus to develop agricultural supply infrastructures, sustainable agricultural supply
chains, implement agricultural technology and uplift community to benefit rural
economies.
On our farm in South Africa we have installed a Greywater recycling system into
our workers accommodation, feeding the water back to a community playing
field.
In addition, our period poverty campaign supports
rural, low-income families to access reusable,
plastic free products and enables women and
girls to manage their period with dignity.

SMART farming is key to a sustainable
future for our planet, by placing
agriculture students from communities
close to our farms for their practical
development, we hope to embed a
culture of responsible decision making
into the next generation.
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PEOPLE
Equality
Opportunity

PLANET
Conservation
Environment

SUPPLY CHAIN
Relationships
Transparency

TECHNOLOGY
Innovation
Intelligence

COMMUNITY
Education
Health
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